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I. 1 

INTRODUCTION 2 

This matter arises out of a billing dispute between Southern California Edison Company (SCE) 3 

and Mr. Eric Archibek and Mrs. Sandi Archibek (Archibeks) concerning electric utility bills totaling 4 

$103,982.03 that SCE submitted for previously-unbilled electric service provided from January 1998 to 5 

January 2001, and subsequent electric service provided from February 2001 to July 2001.  In their 6 

Complaint, the Archibeks argue that they should be relieved from paying the entire balance owed 7 

because they did not own the property served (an alfalfa field in Newberry Springs, California near 8 

Barstow, California), and are therefore supposedly not responsible for the bill.  The Archibeks claim that 9 

they sold the alfalfa field to Mr. Robert Kasner in 1998, and that pursuant to a field lease/partnership 10 

agreement between Mr. Kasner and the Archibeks – under which agreement the Archibeks continued to 11 

farm the property – Mr. Kasner is responsible for paying the bill.  As the Archibeks would like to have 12 

it, Mr. Kasner is solely responsible for the bill, and SCE should bear responsibility for collecting the 13 

amount owed from Mr. Kasner. 14 

The Archibeks’ Complaint is without merit.  The Archibeks cannot dispute that they were the 15 

validly billed as the customer of record for this account.  Nor can the Archibeks dispute that they used 16 

and benefited from the electricity retroactively billed by SCE.  Moreover, any dispute concerning the 17 

field lease/partnership agreement between Mr. Kasner and the Archibeks is a private dispute between 18 

these parties, and not SCE’s (nor the Commission’s) responsibility to resolve.  SCE validly billed the 19 

Archibeks pursuant to its Commission-approved Rule 17 tariff, which expressly authorizes retroactive 20 

billing to collect unbilled charges. 21 

Section II discusses the circumstances that led to the retroactive bill, and summarizes the billing 22 

history and status of multiple commercial and residential accounts held by the Archibeks.  Section III 23 

fully explains why the retroactive bill is valid under SCE’s Rule 17 tariff.  Section IV concludes SCE’s 24 

direct testimony. 25 

 26 
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II. 1 

BACKGROUND 2 

A. SCE Provides Electric Service To Agricultural Customers In Newberry Springs, 3 

California. 4 

Newberry Springs, California is a large valley area near Barstow, California situated between 5 

Interstate 15 and Interstate 40.  SCE provides electrical service to residential and commercial customers 6 

in this community.  Some of the larger commercial accounts served by SCE are held by agricultural 7 

customers who grow alfalfa and other crops in this area of California.  Many of the fields used for these 8 

crops are individually metered to measure the electricity used by the particular field’s water pump and 9 

related farming equipment. 10 

B. The Archibeks Received Electrical Service For More Than Three Years But Did Not Pay 11 

For It. 12 

In the early to mid 1990s, Eric Archibek took over as the customer of record on a number of 13 

agricultural accounts previously held by his father Ben Archibek, who is now deceased.  On May 15, 14 

1997, SCE installed Meter No. O728-002166 to measure the electric usage for a water pump and related 15 

farming equipment for one of two alfalfa fields farmed by Mr. Archibek located near the intersection of 16 

Minneola and Silver Valley Road in Newberry Springs.1  The newly-installed meter replaced Meter No. 17 

O728K-1995, and was set with zero registration on the meter.  For the next few years, the new meter 18 

(Meter No. O728-002166) accurately measured the Archibek’s electric usage at the field,2 but SCE did 19 

not submit any bills to the Archibeks because of an apparent administrative error that occurred when 20 

                                                 
1 SCE migrated to a different billing system in approximately 1998.  Consequently, billing and metering information that pre-

dates 1998 is generally unavailable.  SCE’s records indicate that Meter No. O728K-1995 was installed at a location 
referred to as “72 Minneola”, which was listed as the “service account” address for several Archibek accounts.   

2 Because SCE set the meter with zero registration, SCE was able to obtain a reading for the meter in January 2001, which 
determined the “total usage” since the meter was installed.  SCE calculated the monthly usage by dividing the “total usage” 
by the number of months since the May 15, 1997 installation date, and calculated monthly charges based on the monthly 
usage and applicable agricultural rate. 
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SCE replaced the old meter.  Due to the error, SCE did not input the meter into its billing system, and 1 

did not submit any bills based on the measured usage.   2 

C. SCE Retroactively Billed The Archibeks For Unbilled Charges. 3 

Sometime in April 2000, SCE discovered that it was not submitting any bills for electric service 4 

measured by the newly-installed meter (Meter No. O728-002166).  Mr. Archibek had called SCE that 5 

month to notify SCE that there was a “no lights” situation and problem with one of the distribution lines 6 

servicing the fields.  When SCE checked the problem, it discovered at the same time that the new meter 7 

was not in the billing system (i.e. set to a specific service account or customer). 8 

SCE conducted a field investigation over the next year to determine the correct customer of 9 

record for the meter, and to update its billing system with the correct billing information.  SCE 10 

determined in its investigation that the Archibeks had farmed the field throughout the three-year plus 11 

period that SCE inadvertently had stopped submitting bills to them.  After completing its investigation, 12 

SCE updated its billing system, and established Service Account No. 018-5150-57 for the new meter.  In 13 

April 2001, SCE submitted bills to the Archibeks for Service Account No. 018-5150-57, retroactively 14 

billing the Archibeks for unbilled electric service provided from January 1998 to January 2001, as 15 

accurately measured by Meter No. O728-002166.  SCE also billed the Archibeks for their subsequent 16 

usage from February 2001 to April 2001, and continued to bill the Archibeks for electric usage 17 

measured by this meter from April 2001 to July 2001.  By July 2001, the total balance owed by the 18 

Archibeks on this service account was $103,982.03.  The three-year retroactive portion of this balance is 19 

$91,709.10.   20 

D. The Archibeks Held Service Accounts For Adjacent/Nearby Fields. 21 

SCE’s determination that the Archibeks were the correct customer of record is supported by 22 

billing information concerning the Archibeks’ other active service accounts during this period.  SCE’s 23 

records indicate that the Archibeks held multiple agricultural accounts at a service account address 24 

known in SCE’s billing system as “72 Minneola”, which is where Meter No. O728-002166 was located.  25 

In fact, the Archibeks maintained Service Account No. 009-8873-88 at “72 Minneola” for fourteen 26 

years, from April 1987 to July 2001.  Based on SCE’s records, this service account was for a field 27 
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nearby/adjacent to the field at issue here.  Notably, the Archibeks, albeit often untimely and not in full, 1 

paid portions of bills that SCE submitted to the Archibeks from 1998 to 2001 for this service account, 2 

without asserting that Mr. Kasner or another party was responsible for the bills, even though Mr. Kasner 3 

apparently purchased this nearby/adjacent field from the Archibeks in 1998. 4 

In addition, SCE has no record of the Archibeks canceling service to the service accounts at the 5 

“72 Minneola” service address prior to 2001.  The Archibeks were therefore the last customer of record 6 

for service provided to the fields at this service address.  Consequently, the Archibeks should have been 7 

aware that SCE had inadvertently stopped billing them for the electric service they were continuing to 8 

use. 9 

Notably, the Archibeks initially did not object to the retroactive bill on the ground that Mr. 10 

Kasner or another party was responsible.  Indeed, soon after receiving the bill, Mr. Archibek 11 

acknowledged the debt and requested the opportunity to make installment payments.  SCE denied Mr. 12 

Archibek’s request due to the Archibeks’ credit problems and delinquent payment history discussed 13 

below.  The Archibeks further acknowledged the debt when they filed for Chapter 12 bankruptcy and 14 

listed SCE as an unsecured creditor.  The Archibeks did not raise its allegations here until December 15 

2006, more than 5 years after SCE retroactively billed them.  The not-so-coincidental timing of the 16 

Archibek’s Complaint against SCE, raised several years after SCE submitted the bill, demonstrates that 17 

the Archibeks are merely trying to avoid a debt duly owed. 18 

E. The Archibeks Have Consistently Failed to Timely Pay Their Electric Bills. 19 

The Archibeks have been an SCE customer for a number of years, and are the customer of record 20 

on several other residential and commercial accounts with SCE, in addition to the account SCE billed 21 

retroactively.  The Archibeks’ payment history on these accounts reflects repeated delinquencies, 22 

requiring SCE to send a number of collection/disconnection notices to prompt payment. 23 

By March 1, 2005, two days before the Archibeks ultimately filed for Chapter 12 bankruptcy in 24 

United States Bankruptcy Court, Central District of California, Bankruptcy No. RS05-11896-PC, the 25 

Archibeks had a cumulative balance totaling greater than $100,000 for all of their accounts, requiring 26 
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SCE to send yet another collection/disconnection notice.  Table I below lists the outstanding balances 1 

owed by the Archibeks on their multiple domestic and commercial accounts prior to their filing for 2 

bankruptcy.3   3 

Table I 4 

Customer 
Account 

Service 
Account 

Service Address 
 

Rate 
Schedule 

Dates of 
service 

Prepetition 
Charges 

2-25-193-2299 00-1755-04 
41717 Silver Valley Rd. 
Newberry Springs, CA Domestic 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

$69,143.01

2-25-193-2299 002-9413-95 
41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA Domestic 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

 (1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-25-193-2299 005-7757-66 
42514 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA Domestic 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-25-193-2299 007-9619-23 

72 Minneola –  
Silver Valley 
Newberry Springs, CA Domestic 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-22-567-4951 018-5150-57 
72 Minneloa       
Newberry Springs, CA PA-2 

01/01/98 - 
07/30/01  

 (2) 
$103,982.03

2-02-200-7546 000-9116-96 
41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA GS-1 

11/15/95 - 
04/20/01 

$23,036.27

2-20-336-8675 009-8873-88 
72 Minneloa       
Newberry Springs, CA TOU-PA-B 

09/22/99 - 
08/01/01 

$41,180.08

2-25-193-2299 003-6617-49 
41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA PA-1 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-25-193-2299 020-4196-25 
72 Minneola-          
Newberry Springs, CA 

TOU-PA-
SOP-1 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-25-193-2299 021-8095-08 
47025 Valley Center Rd. 
Newberry Springs, CA PA-2 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

2-25-193-2299 021-8398-75 

72 Minneola –  
Silver Valley               
Newberry Springs, CA 

TOU-PA-
SOP-1 

07/18/03 - 
01/18/05 

(1) 
Summary 
billed 

  

Service 
Investigation 
CASE # 72-
2002-00331 

41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA 
 
   

07/23/99 - 
07/23/02 
 
 

$16,816.01

(1) Summary Billed Accounts as of 7/03/06 
(2) Re-billed Amount includes   Billing Periods  01/01/98 - 4/16/01 along with subsequent bills 7/30/01 

 5 

                                                 
3 The retroactive bill for $103,982.03 for Service Account No. 018-5150 are the charges that the Archibeks are disputing in 
its Complaint.  The Archibeks do not dispute the balances owed on its other accounts listed in Table I.   
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By the time the Archibeks filed for bankruptcy, SCE was summary billing some of the 1 

Archibeks’ individual service accounts at Customer Account No. 2-25-193-2299.  In Schedule F to their 2 

bankruptcy filing, the Archibeks listed SCE as a creditor holding unsecured priority claims for 3 

$127,758.08 for this customer account.  (Attachment B, Schedule F).   4 

After receiving notice of the Archibeks’ bankruptcy filing, SCE suspended collection on the 5 

Archibeks’ pre-petition accounts, cancelled the upcoming disconnection, and established new post-6 

petition residential and commercial accounts for the Archibeks going forward, including a residential 7 

account at the Archibeks’ residence at 41717 Silver Valley Road; Service Account No. 025-6252-72 8 

(the “41717 Silver Valley Road Account”).   9 

SCE began billing these new accounts on or about March 3, 2005.  Despite their obligation to 10 

pay their post-petition debt, the Archibeks did not make any payments on any of their newly established 11 

post-petition accounts, leaving a total balance due of $23,564.68. Table II below lists the outstanding 12 

balances owed by the Archibeks on their multiple post-petition domestic and commercial accounts as of 13 

the date of their complaint against SCE. 14 
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Table II 1 

Customer 
Account 

Service Address 
 

Service 
Account 

Rate Schedule 
 

Post Petition 
Charges 

2-26-982-9271 41717 Silver Valley Rd. 
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6252-72 Domestic 
$2,763.55

2-26-982-9271 41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6253-06 PA-1 
$1,143.97

2-26-982-9271 42514 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6252-84 Domestic 
$320.95

2-26-982-9271 
72 Minneola –  
Silver Valley  
Newberry Springs. CA 

025-6252-93 Domestic 
$373.00

2-26-982-9271 72 Minneloa  
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6253-15 PA-2 
$5,289.81

2-26-982-9271 72 Minneola-  
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6253-19 PA-2 
$12,374.83

2-26-982-9271 41714 Limousine 
Newberry Springs, CA 

025-6252-80 Domestic 
$1,298.57

 2 

On July 6, 2005, the Bankruptcy Court dismissed the Archibeks’ bankruptcy.  The Notice of 3 

Dismissal provided that “any discharge entered in this case is hereby vacated in its entirety.”  4 

(Attachment C).  Accordingly, pursuant to the Notice of Dismissal, SCE transferred all of the pre-5 

petition debt owed by the Archibeks back to active accounts, and summarily billed all debt to the 6 

Archibeks’ 41717 Silver Valley Road Account –Customer Account 2-26-982-9271, Service Account 7 

No. 025-6252-72.  The Archibeks continued to fail making payments on the summary-billed account.  8 

Pursuant to SCE Tariff Rule 11(B)(5), SCE began disconnecting electrical service to each of the 9 

Archibeks’ summary-billed service accounts, beginning on October 17, 2005, when SCE disconnected 10 

service to the Silver Valley Road Account, through November 15, 2005, when SCE disconnected 11 

service to the last active account that was being summary billed. 12 

In April 2006, SCE re-connected service to the Archibek’s residence at 41717 Silver Valley 13 

Road after the Archibeks submitted a deposit.  SCE has since again disconnected the Archibeks on this 14 

account, because of the Archibeks’ continued failure to make timely and complete payments.   15 

To date, the Archibeks have not paid their summary bill now due, and have a cumulative balance 16 

greater than $130,000 on accounts in collection (which includes the retroactively billed account), and 17 

greater than $20,000.00 for active accounts.   18 
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F. The Archibeks Have Engaged in Suspicious Activity Concerning Their Accounts. 1 

In addition to their failure to timely pay their electric bills, the Archibeks have engaged in 2 

suspicious activity concerning their accounts.   3 

SCE completed a service investigation concerning electricity usage for another domestic account 4 

held in 2002 by the Archibeks at 41714 Limousine, Newberry Springs, CA.  The investigation revealed 5 

that the meter for this account had been tampered with, resulting in unauthorized usage of electricity 6 

from July 1999 to July 2002 totaling approximately $16,816.01, which remains unpaid.  7 

During the days leading up to the October 2005 disconnection at the Archibeks’ 41717 Silver 8 

Valley Road residence, additional suspicious activity occurred.  On October 13, 2005, a person who 9 

identified himself/herself as Dr. V. J. Lee called to obtain service at the 41717 Silver Valley Road 10 

residence, notwithstanding that this was the Archibeks’ existing residence at the time.  After determining 11 

that possible false information was being provided, SCE did not open an account.  Several months later, 12 

a similar tactic was used, when a person who identified himself as Brian Smith called to obtain service 13 

at the 41717 Silver Valley Road residence.  SCE again suspected that false information was being 14 

provided given that this was the Archibeks’ residence, and did not open an account.  SCE withheld 15 

service in each of these instances under Tariff Rule 3(B), which provides that SCE may refuse service if 16 

the applicant is engaged in suspicious activity. 17 

Additional suspicious activity has occurred since then.   18 

In December 2006, SCE received an anonymous tip that the Archibeks had resumed electricity 19 

usage at their 41417 Silver Valley Road residence.  SCE estimated the usage as part of its investigation, 20 

and determined that the Archibeks had received unauthorized electricity from at least October 2006 to 21 

the present in an amount greater than $1,500. 22 

In September 2007, SCE learned that the Archibeks had leased an alfalfa field from Mr. Carl 23 

Ross, but left the electrical service in Mr. Ross’ name, despite an apparent agreement to do otherwise.  24 

The situation with Mr. Ross is similar to the situation between the Archibeks and Mr. Kasner, with SCE 25 

left unpaid in the middle of a dispute.  The disputed bill totals more than $19,000.00.  SCE is still 26 

completing its investigation. 27 
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G. The Archibeks Still Owe A Substantial Sum To SCE. 1 

SCE has continued to diligently pursue payment from the Archibeks on all debt owed by them, 2 

by transferring old debt to new accounts opened by the Archibeks, who have demonstrated a pattern of 3 

opening the new accounts to try to avoid their debts.  Despite SCE’s efforts, the Archibeks owe a 4 

substantial sum to SCE, and their payment history on their accounts reflects repeated delinquencies.   5 

The Archibeks have not re-established their credit history to the satisfaction of SCE, furnished a 6 

qualified guarantor, or made a cash deposit, as required under Tariff Rules 6(A) and 7(A) to re-establish 7 

their credit with SCE.  Tellingly, the Archibeks never disputed any electric bill until filing its Complaint, 8 

and indeed, acknowledged $127,758.08 of its debt to SCE in its March 2005 bankruptcy filing.  The 9 

timing of the Archibeks’ Complaint reveals that they are merely searching for an excuse to avoid a debt 10 

duly owed. 11 

III. 12 

SCE PROPERLY BILLED THE ARCHIBEKS RETROACTIVELY PURSUANT TO TARIFF 13 

RULE 17 14 

A. Tariff Rule 17(D), 17(E) And 17(F) Each Provide SCE Authority To Bill The Archibek’s 15 

Retroactively 16 

Rule 17 authorizes SCE to bill the Archibeks retroactively for uncollected charges so that SCE 17 

receives full compensation for the electric service it provided them.   18 

1. Tariff Rule 17(D) 19 

The retroactive bill that SCE submitted in April 2001 was proper under Tariff Rule 17(D), even 20 

if SCE’s actions caused the error leading to the retroactive bill.  Indeed, Rule 17(D) specifically defines 21 

a “Billing Error” as “an error by SCE which results in incorrect billing charges to the customer.” See 22 

Attachment A, Rule 17 (emphasis added).  And under Rule 17(D), “where SCE overcharges or 23 

undercharges a customer as the result of a Billing Error, SCE may render an adjusted bill for the amount 24 

of the undercharge” for a period of up to three years.  Id.   25 

This is precisely the procedure SCE followed here.  The Archibeks received electric service from 26 

SCE for more than three years without being billed for it.  Regardless of whether the billing error was 27 
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SCE’s fault or not, Rule 17 authorized SCE to render a bill to the Archibeks for the undercharge for a 1 

three-year period, January 1998 to January 2001.  2 

2. Tariff Rule 17(E) 3 

The retroactive bill was also proper under 17(E).  Rule 17(E) governs the adjustment of bills for 4 

unauthorized use, which is defined as including any “intentional or unintentional use of energy whereby 5 

SCE is denied full compensation for electric service provided.”  See Attachment A, Rule 17(E).  As with 6 

a Rule 17(D) billing error, “where SCE determines that there has been Unauthorized Use of electric 7 

service, SCE may bill the customer for SCE’s estimate of such unauthorized use . . . for the most recent 8 

three years . . . .”  Id.  And this is whether the unauthorized use is unintentional or intentional.  The 9 

estimated use may be determined by accurately-metered use.  Id.   10 

Here, the Archibeks received energy for a three-year period from SCE, but did not pay for it.  11 

The meter installed to measure the electric usage at the property (Meter No. O728-002166) operated 12 

continuously throughout this period, and accurately measured the Archibeks’ usage for the entire three-13 

year period.  Whether or not the Archibeks received the unbilled energy intentionally or unintentionally, 14 

SCE can properly collect the unbilled amount under Rule 17(E) because SCE has not received full 15 

compensation for the electric service provided to the Archibeks.  SCE accurately determined the usage 16 

by reading the meter, and billing the Archibeks at the appropriate rate.   17 

What is more, SCE billed the Archibeks from February 1994 to May 1997 for service measured 18 

by the old meter (Meter No. O728K-1995), which was installed at the same address for the new meter 19 

(Meter No. O728-002166).  Therefore, the Archibeks should have been aware that SCE had 20 

inadvertently stopped billing them for the electric service they were continuing to use, and are 21 

responsible for unauthorized use in light of the fact that they did seek to correct the situation. 22 

3. Tariff Rule 17(F) 23 

Rule 17(F) provides a catchall.  Rule 17(F) provides, “any billing adjustment not specifically 24 

covered in the tariffs for an undercharge or overcharge shall not exceed three years.”  See Attachment A, 25 

Rule 17 (f)  Consequently, even if the error in billing does not fit squarely within Rule 17(D) or Rule 26 
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17(E), SCE is also authorized to bill the Archibeks retroactively under Rule 17(F) to obtain full 1 

compensation for the energy provided to the Archibeks. 2 

B. D.86-06-035 Authorizes Utilities To Seek Full Compensation For Service Provided. 3 

In sum, the gravamen of Rule 17 – as provided in the rules discussed above – authorizes SCE to 4 

receive full compensation for electric service provided, and is consistent with the Commission’s 5 

decision in D.86-06-035.  In D.86.06-035, the Commission adopted uniform rules for all gas and electric 6 

utilities concerning retroactive billing.  In the decision, the Commission stated that its “only concern is 7 

that a customer who has received energy should pay what the applicable tariffs prescribe for that 8 

energy.”  Id.  Questions concerning “guilt, innocence, or intent” (i.e. responsibility for the error) are 9 

irrelevant.  Id.  D.86-06035 confirms that a utility can retroactively recover for energy used, but not paid 10 

for, by a customer. 11 

IV. 12 

CONCLUSION 13 

The Archibeks’ Complaint is without merit.  The Archibeks cannot dispute that they were the 14 

validly billed as the customer of record for this account.  Nor can the Archibeks dispute that they used 15 

and benefited from the electricity retroactively billed by SCE.  SCE validly billed the Archibeks 16 

pursuant to its Rule 17 tariff.  All debt owed by the Archibeks to SCE is valid and duly owed. 17 

 18 
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 1 

QUALIFICATIONS AND PREPARED TESTIMONY 2 

OF VANESSA KIRKWOOD 3 

Q. Please state your name and business address for the record. 4 

A. My name is Vanessa Kirkwood, and my business address is 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue, 5 

Rosemead, California 91770. 6 

Q. Briefly describe your present responsibilities at the Southern California Edison Company. 7 

A. I am the Lead Review Manager in Southern California Edison Company’s Consumer Affairs 8 

Department.  In this position, I am responsible for reviewing large commercial customer 9 

accounts and complaints, and a variety of related activities.  I have held the position since 2000. 10 

Q. Briefly describe your educational and professional background. 11 

A. I attended California State University at Northridge and California State University at Los 12 

Angeles.  I joined Southern California Edison Company in 1991.  Prior to my present position, 13 

my responsibilities have included handling customer billing and account inquiries and 14 

complaints. 15 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 16 

A. The purpose of my testimony in this proceeding is to sponsor Southern California Edison 17 

Company’s prepared direct testimony. 18 

Q. Was this material prepared by you or under your supervision? 19 

A. Yes. 20 

Q. Insofar as this material is factual in nature, do you believe it to be correct? 21 

A. Yes, I do. 22 

Q. Insofar as this material is in the nature of opinion or judgment, does it represent your best 23 

judgment? 24 

A. Yes, it does. 25 

Q. Does this conclude your qualifications and prepared testimony. 26 

A. Yes, it does. 27 



 

   

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY 1 

QUALIFICATIONS AND PREPARED TESTIMONY 2 

OF PAULA PIERCY 3 

Q. Please state your name and business address for the record. 4 

A. My name is Paula Piercy, and my business address is 1551 W. San Bernardino Rd, Covina, 5 

California 91722. 6 

Q. Briefly describe your present responsibilities at the Southern California Edison Company. 7 

A. I am a Single Point of Contact (SPOC) for billing issues in Southern California Edison 8 

Company’s Major Billing Group.  In this position, I am responsible for reviewing billing and 9 

metering issues/complaints dealing with customer accounts and our billing system which also 10 

include variety of related activities.  I have held the position since 1998. 11 

Q. Briefly describe your educational and professional background. 12 

A. I attended Long Beach City College for 2 years.  I joined Southern California Edison Company 13 

in 1974.  Prior to my present position, my responsibilities have included actual billing of 14 

accounts in our CIS system (prior to 1998) and CSS system dealing with meter and billings 15 

issues and customer accounts. 16 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding? 17 

A. The purpose of my testimony in this proceeding is to sponsor Southern California Edison 18 

Company’s prepared direct testimony. 19 

Q. Was this material prepared by you or under your supervision? 20 

A. Yes. 21 

Q. Insofar as this material is factual in nature, do you believe it to be correct? 22 

A. Yes, I do. 23 

Q. Insofar as this material is in the nature of opinion or judgment, does it represent your best 24 

judgment? 25 

A. Yes, it does. 26 

Q. Does this conclude your qualifications and prepared testimony? 27 



 

   

A. Yes, it does. 1 
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